
More saws and info at
www.silky-europe.com

JAPANESE CRAFTSMANSHIP

Silky saws are known as the finest handsaws in the 
world. Manufactured in the Japanese Ono region 
with the greatest devotion and the most modern 
techniques.

With 100 years of experience Silky produces 
innovative pull saws with some unique features for
a smooth, clean and fast cut in all circumstances.

UNIQUE QUALITY

An extensive range of pole saws, fixed saws, folding 
saws and axes for a variety of use. Saw blades are 
available in all types: compact or extra-long, straight 
or curved, with fine or coarse teeth.

OVER 120 MODELS

Zübat 3900 - 7.5 
Lightweight and telescopic with 
a blade that is interchangeable 
with the Zübat hand saw.

Art. nr. KSI327218

Hayauchi 6300 - 6.5
Telescopic pole saw with oval-
shaped, stable pole for large wood 
removals under precise control.

Art. nr. KSI017939N

STRONG DURABLE BLADE
With razor-sharp teeth for 
effortlessly pruning.

OVAL ALUMINUM POLE
Rigid, lightweight and a perfect 
control over the full length.

DOUBLE LOCKING MECHANISM
Push buttons and levers 
for safe and stable locking.
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LOWER SICKLE (HAYAUCHI)
Cuts the bark to prevent
tearing.

Nata 210 Double Edge
The best of a knife and axe in one 
tool. With double ground blade for 
fast wood splitting and debarking.

Art. nr. KSI755521

4 Sizes available
Single edge available
Holster included

Art. nr. KSI756810Durable nylon sheet included

Ono 120
Axe with a superior finish and 
comfortable Genki grip for 
smooth chopping and debarking.

MADE IN JAPAN - SINCE 1919

www.silky-europe.com



Zübat
Most widely-used handsaw 
among arborists. With strong, 
full tang and aggressively curved 
blade. 

THE 

Zübat 330 - 7.5
Art. nr. KSI327033

Blade Zübat 330 - 7.5
Art. nr. KSI327133

Zübat Arborist 330 - 5.5
Art. nr. KSI372233

Zübat Fine 330 - 10
Art. nr. KSI327833

LASER-CUT BLADE

ERGONOMIC 
RUBBER HANDLE

PROTECTIVE PLATING

CUTS ON
PULL-STROKE

UNIQUE MIRAI-ME 
TEETH

BELT STRAP

FIXED SAWS
COME WITH 
SCABBARD

ALL PARTS
SEPARATELY
AVAILABLE

FULL TANG 
FIXED BLADE

LEG STRAP 
ATTACHMENT POINT

Sugowaza 420 - 6.5 - 5.5
Heavy-duty pruning saw with 
cross-guard to prevent slipping 
for safe pruning in wet conditions.
Art. nr. KSI641942Scabbard included

Tsurugi Curve 270 - 10
Perfectly balanced saw with Genki 
grip and narrow blade for pruning 
in densely grown spaces.
Art. nr. KSI345627

Gomtaro 270 - 8
Number one choice for formative 
pruning. With strong, straight and 
full tang blade for a precise cut.
Art. nr. KSI310227

6 Sizes available
2 Teeth configurations available
Scabbard included
3 Special editions available

Gomboy 210 - 10
Compact, versatile folding saw 
with GOM rubber handle for the 
perfect grip.
Art. nr. KSI522121

4 Sizes available
Hard case included (210 and 240)
Curved models available

F180 - 7.5
Silky’s best budget model. 
Multifunctional and lightweight 
folding saw.
Art. nr. KSI512518N2 Teeth configurations available

Pocketboy 170 - 10
Compact folding saw with great 
performances. Fits in your pocket 
to always have on hand.
Art. nr. KSI534017

7 Sizes available
3 Teeth configurations available
Straight models available
Aluminium scabbard included
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2 Sizes available
4 Teeth configurations available
Curved models available
Hard case included


